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Purpose: The proliferation of cone-beam CT (CBCT) has created interest in performance optimization, with x-ray scatter identifie among the main limitations to image quality. CBCT often contends
with elevated scatter, but the wide variety of imaging geometry in different CBCT configuration
suggests that not all configuration are affected to the same extent. Graphics processing unit (GPU)
accelerated Monte Carlo (MC) simulations are employed over a range of imaging geometries to elucidate the factors governing scatter characteristics, effica y of antiscatter grids, guide system design,
and augment development of scatter correction.
Methods: A MC x-ray simulator implemented on GPU was accelerated by inclusion of variance
reduction techniques (interaction splitting, forced scattering, and forced detection) and extended to
include x-ray spectra and analytical models of antiscatter grids and flat-pane detectors. The simulator
was applied to small animal (SA), musculoskeletal (MSK) extremity, otolaryngology (Head), breast,
interventional C-arm, and on-board (kilovoltage) linear accelerator (Linac) imaging, with an axis-todetector distance (ADD) of 5, 12, 22, 32, 60, and 50 cm, respectively. Each configuratio was modeled
with and without an antiscatter grid and with (i) an elliptical cylinder varying 70–280 mm in major
axis; and (ii) digital murine and anthropomorphic models. The effects of scatter were evaluated in
terms of the angular distribution of scatter incident upon the detector, scatter-to-primary ratio (SPR),
artifact magnitude, contrast, contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR), and visual assessment.
Results: Variance reduction yielded improvements in MC simulation efficien y ranging from ∼17fold (for SA CBCT) to ∼35-fold (for Head and C-arm), with the most significan acceleration due to
interaction splitting (∼6 to ∼10-fold increase in efficien y). The benefi of a more extended geometry
was evident by virtue of a larger air gap—e.g., for a 16 cm diameter object, the SPR reduced from 1.5
for ADD = 12 cm (MSK geometry) to 1.1 for ADD = 22 cm (Head) and to 0.5 for ADD = 60 cm
(C-arm). Grid efficien y was higher for configuration with shorter air gap due to a broader angular
distribution of scattered photons—e.g., scatter rejection factor ∼0.8 for MSK geometry versus ∼0.65
for C-arm. Grids reduced cupping for all configuration but had limited improvement on scatterinduced streaks and resulted in a loss of CNR for the SA, Breast, and C-arm. Relative contribution of
forward-directed scatter increased with a grid (e.g., Rayleigh scatter fraction increasing from ∼0.15
without a grid to ∼0.25 with a grid for the MSK configuration) resulting in scatter distributions with
greater spatial variation (the form of which depended on grid orientation).
Conclusions: A fast MC simulator combining GPU acceleration with variance reduction provided
a systematic examination of a range of CBCT configuration in relation to scatter, highlighting the
magnitude and spatial uniformity of individual scatter components, illustrating tradeoffs in CNR and
artifacts and identifying the system geometries for which grids are more beneficia (e.g., MSK) from
those in which an extended geometry is the better defense (e.g., C-arm head imaging). Compact
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geometries with an antiscatter grid challenge assumptions of slowly varying scatter distributions due
to increased contribution of Rayleigh scatter.
Key words: cone-beam CT, x-ray scatter, antiscatter grid, image quality, Monte Carlo, GPU
are obtained from so-called variance reduction techniques,
known from the general theory of MC simulation in terms of
forced detection, mean free path transformations, Woodcock
tracking, interaction splitting, and Russian roulette. When
appropriately implemented, such techniques can yield ∼10–
100× reduction in simulation time needed to achieve a given
noise level.33 Another class of acceleration techniques exploits the relative smoothness of x-ray scatter distributions,
estimating scatter from a coarse CBCT volume with relatively
few photon histories and only a subset of projections followed
by filterin and/or interpolation to arrive at low-noise scatter
estimates for the full scan.34–38 Further acceleration can potentially be obtained by modeling 1st-order scatter (singlescatter events) using an analytical model and employing a
coarse MC simulation to estimate a smooth background of
higher-order scatter.39 Finally, MC simulation can be signifi
cantly accelerated by implementation on graphics processing
units (GPUs) that provide a fast, parallel computing architecture with standard desktop workstations. The work reported
below was performed using a GPU-accelerated MC implementation based on publicly available software library (MCGPU) recently reported to offer a 27-fold speedup in simulation time over a single CPU.40
CBCT system design for a particular application and
development of optimal scatter correction methods stand to
benefi from: (i) understanding the nature and form of x-ray
scatter components (i.e., incoherent, coherent, and multiple
scatter) contributing to the total scatter; (ii) the extent to which
scatter rejection with antiscatter grids benefit image quality;
and (iii) the effect of system geometry (e.g., source-to-object
and object-to-detector distance) on the magnitude, nature,
and spatial distribution of x-ray scatter and its components.
Neitzel41 provided an insightful analytical treatment of the
question of system geometry (relative to antiscatter grids) in
limiting x-ray scatter, concluding generally that systems with
a short object-to-detector distance (i.e., a small “air gap”)
benefi most from use of an antiscatter grid, whereas systems
that can accommodate a large air gap (i.e., a large objectto-detector distance) benefi foremost from the extended
geometry in rejecting x-ray scatter, and a grid may be of little
use (or actually detrimental, due to absorption of primary)
to overall image quality per unit dose. Factors such as FOV,
electronic noise, focal spot blur, and—of course—limitations
in scanner size suitable to a given application present important additional considerations in system geometry, but the
relationship between scatter and system geometry is known
to be a particularly steep function of “selectivity”—e.g.,
scatter fluenc varying by more than an order of magnitude
over the range of geometries relevant in clinical CBCT.
Interestingly, the diversity of preclinical and clinical
CBCT configuration in various applications spans a full

I. INTRODUCTION
Recent years have seen a proliferation of cone-beam CT
(CBCT) in a diversity of preclinical and clinical embodiments
and a range of application-specifi configuration and geometries, including systems for small animal imaging,1, 2 musculoskeletal extremity imaging,3, 4 otolaryngology imaging,5–7
breast imaging,8, 9 intraoperative imaging on mobile or fi edroom C-arms,10–12 and image-guided radiation therapy on a
medical linear accelerator.13, 14 Optimization of CBCT imaging performance has presented an area of vigorous research,
with x-ray scatter commonly identifie as one of the key physical factors limiting image quality. Specificall , x-ray scatter is recognized to impart a loss in contrast, a decrease in
contrast-to-noise ratio, loss in detective quantum efficien y
(DQE), a loss of spatial resolution, and an increase in cupping and streak artifacts.15–19 Consequently, considerable effort has been devoted to measuring the magnitude and influ
ence of scatter in CBCT, minimizing x-ray scatter within a
particular configuratio (e.g., optimizing the air gap and/or
using antiscatter grids), and modeling scatter distributions for
purposes of scatter correction.
Physical methods of characterizing x-ray scatter in CBCT
often involve measurement of signal in the shadow of an x-ray
opaque “blocker” placed between the source and the object
such that the signal behind the blocker is mainly due to scatter, and the unblocked signal arises from scatter + primary.
Such blockers include arrays of small beam stoppers covering
the projection fiel of view (FOV),20–23 the x-ray beam collimators themselves,24 a semiopaque blocker pattern to modulate x-ray scatter in a manner that can be decomposed by
Fourier methods,25 and a converse approach in which a beam
pass array26 transmits narrow pencil beams for estimation of
primary signal.
Similarly, analytical models of scatter have formed an area
of considerable interest. The simplest form assumes a constant scatter fluenc in each projection over the entire scan16
or in individual projections.27 A somewhat more sophisticated
approach assumes the scatter to be a low-pass-filtere version
of the primary signal,28, 29 modeling the x-ray beam as a fiel
of pencil beams in which scatter is estimated as a superposition of each beam convolved with the scatter point spread
function (kernel) governed by the object thickness. Such scatter kernels can be measured or simulated using Monte Carlo
(MC) methods.30, 31
Monte Carlo simulation offers a potentially accurate
method for scatter estimation, but has been somewhat limited
in application due to high computational complexity associated with the large number of photon histories (order ∼109 )
needed to produce scatter estimates with an acceptably low
level of noise.32 Encouraging methods for MC acceleration
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range of such system geometries, with some featuring a compact form with a small air gap and others involving an extended geometry with a large air gap. This diversity of geometries, along with the associated variety of imaging techniques and object size implies that the susceptibility to scatter is not the same for all CBCT embodiments. This point
is reflecte in recent studies on the effects of x-ray scatter
in such contexts. In a particular small animal CBCT geometry, for example, Colijn et al.42 showed scatter-to-primary
ratios (SPR) of 10%–20% for rat-sized objects. In musculoskeletal extremity imaging, Zbijewski et al.3 found ∼20%
scatter-induced cupping and showed that antiscatter grids significantl reduce such artifact and improve contrast-to-noise
ratio (CNR) without increase in imaging dose. In breast imaging, Kwan et al.43 measured ∼50% SPR at the detector for an
average-size breast (14 cm diameter) and showed the benefi
of a bowtie filte in reducing scatter. For mobile C-arm imaging, Schafer et al.44 showed that an antiscatter grid did not
offer an improvement in CNR per unit square root dose. Similarly, Kyriakou et al.45 found that for low- to medium-scatter
levels in C-arm CT, an increase in x-ray exposure was needed
to compensate for primary absorption in the grid. In kilovoltage (kV) CBCT for image-guided radiotherapy (IGRT),
Siewerdsen et al.46 showed that although grids significantl
reduced cupping and streak artifacts, image uniformity, and
CT number accuracy, they did not offer an improvement in
CNR per unit square root dose and offered little or no qualitative improvement in soft-tissue visibility (prostate). Similarly,
Lazos and Williamson47 used MC simulations to show that
antiscatter grids in CBCT for IGRT gave little or no improvement in CNR for head and neck imaging and a 10%–20%
improvement in CNR for pelvic imaging at a fi ed dose.
Such work paints a spectrum of system geometry and distinct considerations of x-ray scatter relevant to new CBCT
imaging systems. Furthermore, not only does system geometry govern the magnitude of x-ray scatter, it also governs
the form of the x-ray scatter—i.e., the relative contribution
of incoherent and coherent scatter components within the total scatter fluenc and the spatial distribution of these components at the detector. The relative contribution of such components can be important in x-ray scatter correction—e.g., some
methods assuming scatter to present a slowly varying (low
frequency) spatial distribution with little or no structure.24, 27
The work reported below was motivated by this general
backdrop of x-ray scatter within a broad diversity of CBCT
scanner embodiments and applications. As detailed below, we
leverage a modifie form of the MC-GPU simulation software
across a spectrum of system geometries to investigate not only
the magnitude of x-ray scatter within each configuratio but
also the relative components (incoherent, coherent, and multiple scatter) therein. The work also sheds light on the potential
merits (or detriments) of antiscatter grids within various system geometries, the influenc of grid orientation on scatter rejection, and the spatial distribution of scatter at the detector—
in some configuration found to be far from slowly varying.
The work is not intended as a specifi form of x-ray scatter
correction (although the MC-GPU simulation could certainly
be incorporated in a scatter correction framework); rather, the

work is intended to describe the effect of system geometry and
antiscatter grids on the magnitude, form, and spatial distribution of x-ray scatter across a range of pertinent CBCT applications in broad terms that will identify key considerations in
understanding the performance of current embodiments, designing new systems, and developing x-ray scatter correction
methods.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
II.A. GPU-accelerated Monte Carlo simulation
platform

The simulation engine was based on the MC-GPU v1.1
package,40 which exploits the capacity for parallel computing in modern GPUs for efficien implementation of
MC x-ray photon tracking in a voxelized object geometry.
The MC-GPU package is explained in detail in Ref. 40
and is publicly available via the U. S. Food and Drug
Administration, Center for Devices and Radiological Health
(http://code.google.com/p/mcgpu/). The code employs interaction models and cross sections from PENELOPE 2006,48
a general-purpose MC simulation system for electron-photon
transport, and achieves a 15- to 30-fold acceleration over computation on a single CPU.
II.A.1. Polyenergetic x-ray source model

Tungsten anode x-ray spectra with arbitrary filtratio were
obtained from the Spektr toolkit49 implementation of the
TASMIP polynomial model.50 The spectra were provided to
MC-GPU as a text fil with 1 keV sampling intervals over the
range 1–150 keV. The x-ray spectra were normalized to yield
a probability density function, and the energy of each photon
was determined using sampling by Walker’s alias method.51
II.A.2. Photon tracking and variance
reduction techniques

MC-GPU tracks individual x-ray photons through the voxelized volume using Woodcock tracking.52 The length of the
step between interactions is calculated assuming a uniform
object composed of the most attenuating material in the volume. Some interactions are then treated as virtual (i.e., not resulting in a change to photon energy or trajectory), depending
on the material encountered at the interaction site. With this
approach, explicit computation of photon path intersections
with each voxel boundary is avoided, yielding algorithmic acceleration and execution speeds independent of voxel size.
Photon histories with the (weighted) energy falling below
5 keV are terminated. To further increase the speed in simulating x-ray scatter distributions, we implemented the following additional variance reduction techniques in the MC-GPU
engine.
II.A.2.a. Forced scattering. All nonvirtual interactions
were forced to be either Compton or Rayleigh scatter by
eliminating photoelectric absorption from the set of possible
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interactions and adjusting the photon weight to correct for the
resulting bias:
μc + μr
,
(1)
wi = wi−1
μt

in parallel until all of them reached their firs interaction
points. Subsequently, the status of the primary photons was
stored in GPU memory and the threads associated with tracking them were terminated. A new group of threads was created for each original photon to undergo virtual interactions
and to track the virtual photons to the detector in a fully parallel fashion. After all the virtual photons reached the detector, their threads were terminated and a new set of kernels was
launched to continue the tracking of the original photons from
their saved state.
II.A.2.c. Ray-tracing of primary signal. For a given
number of simulated photons, the variance reduction techniques described above decrease noise in the simulated scatter distributions but have no effect on the noise in the simulated primary signal. When variance reduction is applied to
accelerate MC simulation by lowering the number of tracked
photons, the noise in the resulting primary estimates reflect
this reduced photon fluenc and may therefore be relatively
large. Instead of relying on MC simulations of the primary, a
GPU implementation of a polychromatic Siddon ray-tracer55
employing the same spectrum, system geometry, and material properties as the MC engine was therefore separately executed to yield a noiseless estimate of the primary signal.
Complete projections (primary + scatter) were computed by
adding the primary and scatter signals after correction by their
respective simulated gain (air) projections.

where w i is the weight after interaction i, wi−1 is the weight
carried by the photon from previous interactions, μc and μr
are the Compton and Rayleigh components of the attenuation
coefficient respectively, and μt is the total attenuation coeffi
cient for the voxel at which the interaction occurs.
II.A.2.b. Interaction splitting and forced detection.
Upon selecting the interaction type, the photon was split into
several (Nsplit ) virtual photons, each of them with a weight
reduced by 1/Nsplit from that of the original photon.33 For
Compton scatter interactions, the direction of each virtual
photon was forced toward a randomly selected detector pixel,
thus assuring detection.53, 54 (Forcing toward all pixels would
be prohibitively slow due to the large number of elements in
the detector matrix). A weight was assigned to the photon to
correct for the bias resulting from neglecting other possible
directions:45
dσc
wi = wi−1 σc−1
,
(2)
d
where σ c is the total Compton scattering cross section,
dσ c /d is the differential Compton cross section for the direction from the interaction site to the center of the detector
pixel, and  is the solid angle covered by the detector pixel.
The differential cross section was computed by PENELOPE
with the Klein-Nishina formula corrected for electron binding
effects using the impulse approximation.48 The expression (2)
is approximate, since the differential cross section is assumed
constant across a detector pixel. For small pixels (e.g., <1 mm
for flat-pane detectors), the change in scattering angle across
a pixel is small and thus the error is expected to be negligible; no appreciable bias was found in scatter distributions
obtained with forced detection compared to standard simulation (see Sec. III.A). The resulting virtual scattered photon
was advanced toward the detector using Woodcock tracking,
allowing only for virtual interactions, but weighting the photon contribution by the probability of interaction every time
the transport function is sampled (and thus accounting for attenuation along the photon track). Photon splitting was also
performed for Rayleigh interactions, but forced detection was
not employed, since it did not significantl improve simulation speed (i.e., most photons undergoing Rayleigh scatter
advanced toward the detector anyway). After an initial scattering event (and scoring the resulting virtual photon in the
detector), the simulation proceeded to model multiple scatter
by returning to track the original photon in the usual manner
to the next scatter event, scoring the resulting virtual photon
in the detector, and so on until the photon traversed the object.
Interaction splitting can be detrimental to overall performance of a parallel MC implementation in that it breaks the
continuity of each primary photon thread when the virtual
scattered photons are created and advanced toward the detector. The tracking process was therefore modifie to optimize
for parallel execution of interaction splitting on a GPU. Primary photons originating from the x-ray source were tracked

II.A.3. Analytical model for the antiscatter grid
and flat-pane detector

Transmission through a focused antiscatter grid and interaction of x-ray photons in the detector scintillator were modeled deterministically by applying analytical weights to each
photon reaching the detector plane. The grid was approximated as locally parallel, oblique lamellae oriented at an angle corresponding to the angle of the focused grid at the location of photon incidence. Each photon was assigned a weight
given by the analytical expression of Day and Dance47, 56 for
grid transmission as a function of photon incidence angle,
photon energy, grid cell materials and dimensions, and local grid angle. The photon was subsequently scored in the
detector with a weight representing the product of energydependent probability of absorption in the scintillator (quantum detection efficien y, g1 ), and energy-dependent optical
gain in the scintillator (g2 ). For a flat-pane detector with a
250 mg/cm2 CsI:Tl scintillator, the mean detector response
has been accurately modeled in these terms by cascaded systems analysis,57 with g1 computed from the incident x-ray
spectrum and attenuation coefficien of CsI, and g2 assuming a gain of 50 photons per keV absorbed.58 Typically, the
detection process as modeled by cascaded systems analysis
also includes gain stages to account for escape efficien y of
optical photons from the scintillator (g3 ), and coupling efficien y of the scintillator and photodiodes (g4 ), and pixel
fil factor. Since those gains are nearly independent of photon energy and therefore cancel out in gain correction (airscan normalization), they have no impact on the analysis of
scatter distributions below and were modeled as additional
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TABLE I. Nominal geometry and phantoms for the various CBCT configurations
CBCT
configuratio
Small animal (SA)
Extremity (MSK)
Head
Breast
C-arm
Linac

X-ray
spectrum
60 kVp
(1 mm Al)
90 kVp
(0.2 mm Cu, 2 mm Al)
90 kVp
(0.2 mm Cu, 2 mm Al)
80 kVp
(0.2 mm Cu, 2 mm Al)
100 kVp
(0.2 mm Cu, 2 mm Al)
110 kVp
(0.2 mm Cu, 2 mm Al)

Realistic phantom

Mag

D
(mm)

d
(mm)

Common phantom
Major axis (mm)

50

1.3

150

0.293

70

430

120

1.3

250

0.488

160

Knee

125

480

220

1.5

250

0.488

160

Head

235

458

320

1.7

300

0.586

140

Breast

140

600

600

2.0

430

0.840

160

Head and thorax

1000

500

1.5

430

0.840

280

Thorax and pelvis

SAD
(mm)

ADD
(mm)

150

empirical weight factors applied to the photon when scored in
the detector. The weight was chosen to yield signal levels that
agreed with the measured mean detector response for a Varian 4030CB flat-pane detector within ∼5%–10% for spectra
ranging 60–150 kVp.

Anatomy type
Rat

Major axis (mm)
52

235 and 500
(incl. arms)
500 (incl. arms)
and 350

potential advantages in x-ray scatter for some configuration
(e.g., breast CT43 and Linac CBCT47, 60 ). For simplicity in an
already broad space of parameters considered below, the simulations considered scenarios without a bowtie.
Each configuratio was considered with and without an
antiscatter grid. The focal distance of the grid was equal to
the source-detector distance (SDD) in each case. Simulations
were performed with grid lamellae nominally oriented perpendicular to the axis of rotation (denoted “grid horizontal”)
and alternatively oriented with lamellae parallel to the axis
of rotation (denoted “grid vertical”). Again to limit an already broad scope of parameters, a single nominal grid design was considered in all simulations—specificall , a 10:1
grid ratio, 200 lines per in. (7.87 lines per mm), focused linear
grid comprising Pb lamellae with Al interspacers. This model
represents an intermediate grid of fairly standard design, thus
providing a common basis for comparisons. Potentially more
beneficia grid designs (e.g., air interspacers, variable lines
per inch, 2D crosshatch, etc.), and optimal choice of grid parameters for the particular system geometry were beyond the
scope of the current work. Previous work also showed that the

II.B. CBCT system and object models

To elucidate the geometric factors governing the magnitude of x-ray scatter and the individual components therein
(viz., Compton and Rayleigh), a pertinent range of CBCT
configuration currently deployed in clinical and preclinical applications was considered: (1) a small animal scanner2
(denoted SA); (2) a compact musculoskeletal extremities
scanner3 (denoted MSK); (3) an otolaryngology head scanner (denoted Head);7 (4) a dedicated breast scanner59 (denoted
Breast); (5) a mobile intraoperative C-arm12 (denoted Carm); and (6) a kV CBCT imager implemented on a linear
accelerator46 (denoted Linac). The geometries approximating
such configuration are summarized in Table I and Fig. 1.
Systems were define by their source-to-axis distance (SAD),
axis-to-detector distance (ADD), and detector size (D, the lateral and longitudinal extent of the flat-pane detector). In each
case, the flat-pane detector format was taken as a 512 × 512
matrix of square pixels at pitch d in combination with a
250 mg/cm2 CsI:Tl scintillator. The x-ray beam extended laterally (fan angle) and longitudinally (cone angle) to match
the detector area. The configuration illustrated in Fig. 1 were
not intended to model any particular, commercially available
system and instead reflec fairly generic CBCT geometries
appropriate to a given application. The flat-pane detector
was centered on the central axis of the x-ray beam in each
case, and “offset-detector” geometries were not considered.
A bowtie filte was not incorporated in the current work since
many of the systems considered do not commonly employ a
bowtie. There is therefore no simple, nominal choice of fil
ter for each configuratio that would permit a fair comparison
across this range of geometry, object size, and kVp. Rather,
the design of bowtie filter optimal to a particular configu
ration is a continuing area of work, with results indicating

F IG . 1. Geometric configuration illustrated to scale with the common elliptical phantom.
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tic phantoms included air, lung, adipose, soft tissue, brain,
skin, muscle, cartilage, red marrow, and cortical bone, with
cross sections computed from the same resources as described
above for the Common Phantom. For all models, the original
discretization of the source datasets was maintained.
II.C. Monte Carlo experiments

II.C.1. Validation of Monte Carlo variance
reduction techniques

F IG . 2. (a) Illustration of the idealized Common Phantom as used in the
simulations of the SA, MSK, Head, C-arm, and Linac CBCT. For the Breast
configuratio (b), the bone inserts were replaced by glandular tissue.

Validation of the basic MC-GPU package in comparison
to measurements and an established, CPU-based MC implementation (PENELOPE) has been previously reported in the
context of dose scoring.66, 67 The MC variance reduction techniques (forced scattering, photon splitting, and forced detection) in our implementation of MC-GPU were further validated by computing scatter distributions with and without
variance reduction for a variety of CBCT configuration using
the Common Phantom and a 70 kVp (+2 mm Al, +0.2 mm
Cu added filtration x-ray spectrum. The simulations were
performed ten times in each case with the number of photon histories per projection (Nph ) ranging from 5 × 106 to
5 × 108 . An additional MC-GPU simulation obtained with
1010 photons/projection and no variance reduction provided a
reference standard against which to assess possible bias introduced by the acceleration techniques. The performance of MC
simulation at a given number of photon histories was quantifie using the following efficien y figur of merit:
  x̄i 2 1
,
(3)
ε=
σi
t
i

particular grid design (e.g., grid ratio) had only a fairly weak
effect on scatter effects, and a nominal (10:1 grid ratio) was a
reasonable choice. Nevertheless, the results below can be used
to provide guidance for system-specifi grid design by identifying key aspects of scatter distribution and grid performance
for each embodiment.
The digital phantoms comprised various combinations of
the following materials: air, lung, adipose, soft tissue, brain,
skin, muscle, cartilage, red marrow, and cortical bone. The
interaction cross sections for each material were computed
from the elemental composition data obtained either from the
PENELOPE database48 (soft tissue and fat) or from the tabulated data by Woodard and White.61 Two categories of digital phantom were considered: (1) a generic elliptical phantom
referred to as the “Common Phantom” providing a common
basis of comparison among each of the CBCT configurations
and (2) a set of anatomically realistic phantoms ranging from
mouse to human pelvis as detailed below.
An axial slice of the Common Phantom is illustrated in
Fig. 2. The background region consisted of soft tissue, and
a pair of low contrast (muscle and fat) inserts was included
along the major axis. Two bone inserts were included along
the minor axis, comprising an annulus of cortical bone around
a marrow interior. For the breast configuration the two bone
regions were replaced by glandular tissue. The size of the
Common Phantom was scaled between each of the CBCT
configuration as detailed in Table I to represent approximately the size of anatomy in each application (without lateral
truncation), maintaining a constant ratio of the minor to major
axes of 0.8. The phantom extended longitudinally (to infinit
length) beyond the longitudinal FOV. The voxel size for the
Common Phantom was chosen to minimize discretization artifacts in Siddon ray-tracing of primary x-rays: 0.03 mm for
the SA configuration 0.07 mm for the Breast, 0.08 mm for
the MSK, Head, and C-arm, and 0.15 mm for the Linac.
A variety of anatomically realistic phantoms were also
simulated as listed in Table I. For the SA configuration the
Digimouse62 model was scaled to simulate a rat thorax with
voxel size 0.29 mm. For the MSK, Head, C-arm, and Linac
configurations anthropomorphic models of a knee, a head, a
thorax, and a pelvis were built from models included in the
Virtual Family Project63, 64 dataset at voxel size 1.0 mm. For
the Breast configuration a digital breast phantom was constructed from a manually segmented breast CBCT volume65
of a breast at voxel size 0.5 mm. Materials in the realis-

where σ i is the standard deviation of pixel i, xi is the mean
value for pixel i, and t is the average execution time of the
MC simulation, all computed over ten independent MC runs.
The variance reduction techniques should yield lower noise
for a given number of simulated photons compared to simulations without such acceleration, but at the cost of potential
increase in run-time. The ratio (Rε ) of ε with and without variance reduction therefore assessed the performance gain.
II.C.2. Effects of system geometry on scatter:
Continuously varied SAD and SDD

An initial set of simulations systematically varied the system geometry across a broad range beyond the specifi CBCT
configuration of Fig. 1 to provide a more general understanding of the effects of system geometry on scatter fractions and
grid effica y. The SAD was varied from 10 to 130 cm, and
the SDD was varied from 60 to 150 cm (each in ∼5 cm increments, such that the former was always less than the latter).
The Common Phantom was used in each case (with major
axis set to 16 cm), and a single projection perpendicular to
the major axis was simulated. The number of histories was
Nph = 5 × 106 photons, split into 512 virtual photons at each
interaction. Since the spatial distribution of scatter was not
analyzed in this case, only a small centrally located detector
region of 20 × 20 pixels was used for scoring and subsequent
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computation of average SPR. All Compton photons were
forced toward the detector, allowing for further reduction of
simulation noise. Simulations were performed with and without an antiscatter grid using a 100 kVp (+2 mm Al, +0.2 mm
Cu added filtration spectrum and a detector of size D = 250
mm. For simulations with a grid, the focal length was equal
to the SDD.

tween the direction of travel and the line connecting the focal
spot with the point of interaction with the detector. Thus a
deflectio angle of 0◦ indicated travel direction parallel to the
lamellae of a focused grid. For the experiments with the Common Phantom, the metrics are reported as means measured
from a 20 × 20 pixel region of interest (ROI) located at the
center of the detector, and the deflectio angle was analyzed
as an angular histogram over the same ROI weighted by the
weight of each photon and normalized to unity total area. For
the realistic phantoms, box plots were used to represent the
distribution of metrics in the region of the projected shadow of
the object. The degradation of image quality associated with
x-ray scatter was evaluated by the following quantitative metrics as well as visual inspection of the reconstructed images:

II.C.3. Specifi CBCT configurations Scatter
distributions, image artifacts, and effica y
of an antiscatter grid

The main body of experiments involved analysis and comparison of scatter properties and grid effica y for the CBCT
configuration summarized in Table I and Fig. 1. In each case,
scatter and primary projections were simulated for both the
Common Phantom and the realistic anatomical models using
the nominal parameters in Table I, with and without the antiscatter grid. Simulations were performed for a complete circular orbit of projections at 1◦ angular steps, and scatter estimation involved Nph = 5 × 106 photons per projection split
into 512 virtual photons at each interaction. While the noise
in scatter distributions obtained with variance reduction for
this Nph is low (see Sec. III.A), additional denoising of the
scatter fluenc was performed by executing three iterations
of a Richardson-Lucy (RL) fi with a Gaussian kernel,34, 36
with a kernel width of 10 pixels for Compton and multiple
scatter distributions and 4 pixels for Rayleigh scatter distributions. This approach has been shown to reduce simulation
noise without biasing the distributions.34 RL fittin was used
to denoise the scatter distributions in the studies of various
CBCT system configuration but was not used in the validation study (Sec. II.C.1) or the basic study of system geometry
(Sec. II.C.2). Noiseless primary x-ray projections were computed with the Siddon algorithm and added to the total scatter distribution after a normalization of both distributions by
their respective gain (air) scans. The same antiscatter grid was
employed for primary and scatter simulations, as detailed in
Sec. II.B. The simulated projections (scatter + primary) were
reconstructed with the Feldkamp algorithm68 on a 256 × 256
× 40 isotropic voxel grid with a Hann apodizer with a cutoff
at the Nyquist frequency. The reconstruction voxel size varied between the configuration so that the side of the cubic
reconstruction volume was always 110% of the major axis of
the Common Phantom for that embodiment: 0.29 mm for the
SA configuration 0.69 mm for the MSK, Head, and C-arm,
0.6 mm for the Breast, and 1.21 mm for the Linac.

II.D.1. Cupping

Taking μcenter and μedge as the mean value of a 20 × 20
voxel ROI at the center and inside edge of the object, respectively, the magnitude of cupping artifact was assessed as
μedge − μcenter
.
(4)
tcup = 100 ×
μedge
II.D.2. Contrast reduction

Soft-tissue contrast between muscle and fat in reconstructions of the Common Phantom was computed as
μM − μF
,
(5)
C=2
μM + μF
where μM and μF are the mean values of a 20 × 20 voxel
ROI inside the muscle and fat inserts, respectively. The reduction in contrast due to scatter was quantifie by the ratio of
contrast in a reconstruction of the complete simulated projection data (including primary and scatter, Cprim+scat ) to that in
a reconstruction of primary-only projections (Cprim ). Contrast
and cupping were computed for the Common Phantom, where
the regular elliptical shape and placement of inserts yielded
a symmetric cupping pattern with respect to the major axes,
and streak artifacts were localized and well separated from
the muscle and fat inserts. This provided a reliable estimate
of contrast from Eq. (5) without potential bias introduced by
the placement of ROIs relative to a complicated pattern of artifacts in the more realistic anatomical phantoms.
II.D.3. Contrast-to-noise ratio

The scatter and primary projections obtained by MC simulation with variance reduction do not realistically convey the
quantum noise in a projection image at a given level of radiation dose. However, consideration of image noise is important
when assessing the performance of antiscatter grids because
of the reduction of primary fluenc and the associated increase
in noise due to attenuation in the grid. We therefore used an
analytical model to analyze the relative change in contrast-tonoise ratio (CNR, including both the improvement in contrast
and the increase in noise) associated with the introduction
of a grid as a function of SPR. Denoting the transmission of

II.D. Metrics of scatter assessment

The magnitude of the total scatter and Compton and
Rayleigh components therein was quantifie in terms of the
gain-corrected scatter magnitude (Stot ), the gain-corrected
magnitude of each scatter component [Compton (Sincoh ),
Rayleigh (Scoh ), and multiple scatter (Smulti )], the fraction of
each component in the total scatter signal, and the scatter-toprimary ratio (SPR). The deflectio angle was measured for
each scattered photon reaching the detector as the angle be-
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primary photons by the grid as gprim and the transmission of
scattered photons as gscat , the SPR in the presence of the grid
is


gscat
SPRgrid =
(6)
SPRno-grid .
gprim

the background attenuation in the presence of scatter. It is also
assumed that scatter carries no information and acts purely as
an uncorrelated (i.e., equal noise-power at all spatial frequencies) additive source of projection noise as detailed in Ref. 69.

As derived in Ref. 69 for a circular insert of attenuation μ1
and diameter d1 inside a uniform circular region of diameter
d0 and attenuation coefficien μ0 , the contrast (difference
in mean measured voxel values between μ0 and μ1 ) in the
presence of scatter is


1 + SPRe−δd1
1
ln
C=δ+
,
(7)
d1
1 + SPR

III. RESULTS
III.A. Validation of variance reduction techniques

Figure 3 shows example results of the scatter fluenc computed for the Linac CBCT geometry. The magnitude of simulated scatter depends on the total number of photon histories,
much as it depends on x-ray fluenc in real systems. To facilitate direct comparison but avoid modification to the shape
of the distributions caused by air normalization, the scatter
projections were rescaled to 108 photon histories. The total
scatter distribution obtained with the variance reduction techniques [i.e., forced scattering, interaction splitting and forced
detection in Fig. 3(a), denoted Variance Red. ON] was significantl less noisy (pixel signal-to-noise ratio averaged over
the detector x̄/σ = 11.81 for the Linac geometry considered
in Fig. 3) than the distribution obtained without variance reduction [Fig. 3(b), denoted Variance Red. OFF, x̄/σ = 1.98]
with comparable computation time even though the former
used only ∼1/20 as many photon histories [Nph = 5 × 106
in Fig. 3(a) versus 108 in Fig. 3(b)]. As expected, signal-tonoise ratio was proportional to the square root of the run time
for unaccelerated MC-GPU. When the number of photon histories in unaccelerated MC-GPU was increased by another
factor of 100, the signal-to-noise improved by a factor of 10
[Fig. 3(c), Variance Red. OFF, x̄/σ = 19.76]. Consequently,
the ∼6× increase in signal-to-noise ratio achieved with variance reduction at equal run time corresponds to ∼40× shorter
run time than unaccelerated MC-GPU at equal signal-to-noise
ratio. Figure 3(d) shows the absolute relative difference image
of the Variance Red. ON distribution [Fig. 3(a)] and the “gold
standard” Variance Red. OFF distribution obtained with 1010
photon histories [Fig. 3(c)]. The low mean value (∼2.6%)
and uniformity of the distribution of the relative difference
indicate that the variance reduction techniques did not introduce bias (i.e., shift or distortion) in the simulated scatter
distributions.
The results demonstrate that inclusion of forced scattering,
photon splitting, and forced detection in MC-GPU yielded improved signal-to-noise ratio at shorter execution times. The
efficien y improvement [Eq. (3)] achieved with variance reduction is quantifie in Table II. Introduction of interaction
splitting provided the most substantial increase in simulation
efficien y over MC-GPU with no variance reduction, ranging
from Rε ∼6 for breast CBCT to Rε ∼10 for other configu
rations. This improvement in efficien y was achieved despite
the modifie tracking process that incurs additional computation time due to switching between the kernels tracking the
original and virtual photons at every interaction, as described
in Sec. II.A.2. A comparatively small gain from splitting is
found for breast CBCT, since Woodcock tracking treats the
step length between interactions as the mean free path of the
most attenuating material in the sample. The mean free path

where δ = μ0 –μ1 is the intrinsic material contrast (i.e., difference in true attenuation coefficient) Although Eq. (7) shows
addition of a term to the intrinsic material contrast δ, the SPRdependent natural logarithm term always has opposite sign to
that of δ, and scatter always results in a reduction in the difference between reconstructed voxel values. Ignoring electronic
noise, the pixel variance in the reconstructed image N2 is inversely proportional to the detected x-ray intensity.70 Assuming the same tube output (mAs) for image acquisition with
and without the grid, and denoting the intensities of primary
and scatter radiation on the detector as Iprim and Iscat , the ratio
of the (squared) CNR at a fi ed dose with and without a grid
is

2
CNR2grid
Cgrid /Ngrid
=
Cno-grid /Nno-grid
CNR2no-grid
 prim
 

scat
Igrid + Igrid
Cgrid 2
=  prim

scat
Cno-grid
Ino-grid + Ino
-grid
prim

=
=

Igrid (1 + SPRgrid )
prim

Ino-grid (1 + SPRno-grid )



Cgrid
Cno-grid

2

gprim (1 + SPRgrid )
(1 + SPRno-grid )

2

1 + SPRgrid e−δd1
1
ln
δ+
d1
1 + SPRgrid
·

2 . (8)
1 + SPRno-grid e−δd1
1
ln
δ+
d1
1 + SPRno-grid

The dependence of the ratio of CNR with and without the
grid in Eq. (8) on SPR was computed for each of the CBCT
configuration for a setup approximating the Common Phantom, taking μ0 for soft tissue (computed at the effective beam
energy, equal to spectrum-weighted mean energy) and with
d0 matching the major axis. The attenuation coefficien and
diameter of the insert (μ1 and d1 ) was taken as the muscle insert (Fig. 2). Grid transmission factors gprim and gscat were obtained for each CBCT embodiment from MC simulations of
Sec. II.C.3 by averaging over a 20 × 20 pixel ROI at the center of the detector. Note that the derivations of Eqs. (7) and (8)
assume that the introduction of the contrast insert (d1, μ1 ) into
the background object (d0, μ0 ) introduces only a small perturbation that does not influenc SPR or the measured value of
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F IG . 3. Total scatter distributions computed with and without variance reduction techniques for the Linac geometry. (a) MC-GPU with variance reduction
(Variance Red. ON) with 5 × 106 photon histories. (b) MC-GPU with no variance reduction (Variance Red. OFF) and 108 photon histories. (c) “Gold standard”
MC-GPU without variance reduction and 1010 photon histories. (d) The relative difference image computed between the distribution obtained with variance
reduction (a) and the “gold standard” distribution (c). In each case, the white bar on the colorbar indicates the mean of the respective distributions.

of glandular tissue is larger than that of bone (the most attenuating material in the Common Phantom for all configuration
except the breast), so the simulation for breast CBCT involves
fewer virtual interactions between real interactions than other
configurations The relative increase in the simulation time
due to switching the tracking kernels in interaction splitting
is therefore larger for breast than other configurations Inclusion of forced detection and forced scattering in addition to
interaction splitting yielded additional ∼2-fold improvement
in efficien y for SA and MSK, and ∼3-fold improvement in
efficien y for other configurations This additional gain is predominantly due to forced detection. The use of forced scattering for configuration employed in this study resulted in a
decrease in Rε ranging from 15% for SA to 25% for Linac.
The performance of forced scatter depends however on the
average number of interactions encountered by a photon prior
to leaving the object or being terminated at an energy threshold and on the relative probability of absorption compared to
scatter. A 20% improvement in efficien y over MC-GPU was
found for breast CBCT with a 45 keV (+1 mm Al) spectrum
(significantl softer than the nominal beam used here). Because forced scattering offered this potential benefi for some
configurations particularly at lower energies, it was incorporated among the MC-GPU variance reduction techniques used
throughout this study. The total gain with all three variance
reduction techniques is smallest for SA (Rε ∼ 20) and largest
for C-arm and Head CBCT (Rε ∼ 35).

tive benefi of an antiscatter grid. Figure 4(a) plots the SPR
at the center of the detector over a broad range of possible CBCT geometries for the Common Phantom fi ed at a
major axis diameter of 16 cm and a projection perpendicular to the major axis of the phantom. The steep reduction in
SPR for higher ADD is clear, consistent with trends noted by
Neitzel41 and others45, 71 that increasing the air gap is the firs
best defense against x-ray scatter. For compact geometries
(e.g., those with ADD ∼8–30 cm) in particular, the variation
of SPR with ADD is dramatic (note logarithmic scale) such
that small increases in air gap yield strong reduction in SPR.
The dependence on SDD is comparatively weak, with only a
slight increase in SPR at increased SDD due to a decrease in
the deflectio angle required for photons that undergo scatter at the object periphery to reach the detector center (where
SPR is computed). This decrease in the deflectio angle yields
increased probability of interactions that contribute to SPR as
explained below.
The reduction in SPR achieved with an antiscatter grid is
shown in Fig. 4(b). The benefi of grids is greater for compact
systems (i.e., those with shorter ADD). As shown in the histogram of deflectio angle [Fig. 4(c)], the distribution of the
direction of scattered photons reaching the detector is broader
for a compact system geometry than for more extended configurations with the peak of the histogram shifted away from
0◦ (the direction parallel to the lamellae of a focused grid),
resulting in increased scatter rejection by a focused grid. Systems with larger ADD mainly involve forward-directed scatter
reaching the detector, so the grid gives less benefit At a fi ed
ADD, grids provide less SPR reduction [higher ratio of SPR
in Fig. 4(b)] for systems with shorter SDD, since the short
SDD implies a steep deflectio angle needed for scattered
photons generated near the periphery of the object to reach the

III.B. Effects of system geometry on scatter:
Continuously varied SAD and SDD

Figure 4 quantifie a number of important, general dependencies between x-ray scatter, system geometry, and the rela-

TABLE II. MC simulation efficien y ratio (Rε ) for various combinations of variance reduction techniques.
Variance reduction techniques
Standard MC-GPU (Variance Red. OFF)
Interaction splitting
Interaction splitting + forced detection + forced scatter (Variance Red. ON)
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SA

MSK

Head

Breast

C-arm

Linac

1.00
9.25
17.57

1.00
10.69
22.80

1.00
10.33
33.89

1.00
6.23
21.72

1.00
11.04
33.99

1.00
11.06
28.36

F IG . 4. (a) Scatter-to-primary ratio at the center of the detector versus SDD and ADD for systems without a grid. (b) Reduction in SPR due to an antiscatter
grid (10:1 grid ratio). (c) Histogram of deflectio angles of scattered photons reaching the detector plane for a projection perpendicular to the major axis of the
Common Phantom.

center of the detector. For both coherent and incoherent scatter, the probability of interaction is generally lower for steeper
deflectio angles. Therefore, compared to a configuratio
with long SDD, the scatter at the center of the detector for a
system with short SDD contains a higher fraction of forwarddirected photons that are difficul to remove by a grid.

image quality for a polyenergetic x-ray beam); (ii) simulation
of primary and scatter photons with no antiscatter grid; and
(iii) primary + scatter photons as in (ii) but with a focused
horizontal antiscatter grid. The increase in cupping and streak
artifacts is apparent for all configuration when scatter is included in the simulation, particularly for the gridless scenario
(ii), but the severity of scatter artifacts is strongly dependent
on system geometry. The slight degree of cupping and streaks
in the primary-only cases (i) is attributed to beam hardening.
The images visually illustrate the effects of geometry and the
presence of an antiscatter grid on image uniformity (cupping),
streaks, and contrast, each quantifie in Fig. 6 and discussed
in detail below.

III.C. Scatter in various CBCT configurations
Cupping, streaks, contrast, and CNR

Figure 5 shows reconstructions of the Common Phantom
across CBCT embodiments for three simulation scenarios:
(i) simulation of primary photons only (providing baseline

F IG . 5. (i) Axial reconstructions of primary-only projection data for the Common Phantom. (ii) Reconstructions of projections with scatter included in the
simulation (without an antiscatter grid). (iii) Reconstructions of primary + scatter projection data with an antiscatter grid.
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(low-frequency) scatter artifacts arising from high-angle scatter (Compton and multiple scatter) but lesser ability to reduce high-frequency artifacts associated with low-angle scatter (Rayleigh and, to a lesser degree, low-order Compton).
The loss of contrast due to x-ray scatter is evident in
Figs. 5 and 6(b), with greater degradation for the systems exhibiting larger cupping. The recovery of contrast by an antiscatter grid is strongest for the SA, MSK, Head, and Linac
configuration and least pronounced for the Breast and C-arm.
The diminishing return in the use of grids for configuration
with large air gap and medium-sized FOV (i.e., Breast and
C-arm) is evident from analysis of the SPR with and without
grids in Fig. 6(c), where the SPR at the detector is already a
factor of ∼2–6 lower than for the other configurations The
results suggest the strongest benefi from the grid for the SA
configuration due not only to the compact geometry but also
the soft x-ray spectrum and increased grid efficien y.
Note that the relative magnitude of cupping tcup is not directly related to SPR, as evidenced by a comparison of the
SA and Linac cases, which show a similar magnitude of tcup,
despite a significantl larger SPR for the Linac configuration
This is simply a result of the absolute change in the reconstructed attenuation coefficien depending on SPR and object
size69 (70 mm for SA versus 280 mm for the Linac). The same
dependence of reconstructed values on SPR and object size
explains the different appearance of reconstructions of the
Common Phantom for SA, MSK, and Linac CBCT in Fig. 5,
despite similar values of tcup . The same tcup can therefore
imply a different appearance/severity of the cupping artifact
when it is accompanied by different bias in the mean reconstructed attenuation value.
Figure 6(d) shows the relative benefi (or degradation) in
CNR associated with an antiscatter grid for each of the CBCT
geometries, weighing the increase in contrast obtained by
virtue of the grid versus the associated increase in image
noise. For each curve in Fig. 6(d), the system geometry is that
indicated in Table I, but the SPR was taken as a free variable.
[See Fig. 6(c) for the actual SPR at the center of the detector for the posterior-anterior projection of the Common Phantom.] In each case, the ratio of CNR with and without a grid
was computed according to the analytical model in Eq. (8)
utilizing MC estimates of grid transmission for primary and
scatter radiation. A ratio in CNR below 1.0 implies that the
grid imparts an increase in noise that outweighs the increase
in contrast. For systems with a large air gap and medium-sized
objects (e.g., Breast and C-arm), the grid degrades CNR over
a broad range of SPR, including those typical of the Common Phantom as plotted in Fig. 6(c). Similarly for the SA
configuration the small object size yields low SPR for which
the grid is seen to degrade CNR. For the more compact MSK
and Head configurations the results suggest an improvement
in CNR at levels of SPR (∼1.0–1.5) typical for those embodiments. The Linac presents an intermediate case, with the large
object size leading to high SPR that would favor the use of a
grid in terms of CNR, but a fairly long geometry for which
the benefit of the grid may be small.
Considering the results of Figs. 5 and 6 in total reveals
a mixed set of tradeoffs and considerations for each CBCT

F IG . 6. (a) Cupping artifact [Eq. (4)] in reconstructions of the Common
Phantom. (b) Reduction in contrast [from Eq. (5)] in reconstructions of primary + scatter to that in primary-only. (c) SPR in projections of the Common
Phantom with and without a grid. Black bars indicate simulations with primary only. Gray bars show simulations with scatter (and no grid). White bars
show simulations with scatter and an antiscatter grid. (d) The ratio of CNR
with a grid (CNRgrid ) to CNR without a grid (CNRno-grid ) plotted versus SPR
for each CBCT configuratio at fi ed detector exposure. The horizontal dotted line marks CNR ratio equal to one.

As illustrated in Fig. 5, cupping is most pronounced for
the more compact geometries (such as the MSK and Head
scanners) and for large objects (Linac). Figure 6(a) quantifie
the increased cupping due to x-ray scatter, where the compact
geometries exhibit artifact in the range tcup ∼15%–22% (compared to tcup ∼1%–3% without scatter). Similarly for the large
object (280 mm) Linac case, x-ray scatter increases tcup from
∼1% (without scatter) to tcup ∼22%. As seen qualitatively in
scenario (iii) of Fig. 5, introduction of a grid improves image
uniformity (reduces cupping) for all configurations Consistent with trends suggested in Fig. 4, the most pronounced benefi in image uniformity is for systems with short air gaps (SA
and MSK) and large objects (Linac) and less for systems with
higher magnificatio (Breast and C-arm). Figure 6(a) quantifie the major improvement in tcup by virtue of the grid for
the SA, MSK, and Head configurations whereas the improvement for the Breast and C-arm cases is more modest.
Figure 5 also shows that streak artifacts are evident even
in the primary-only scenario (i) due to beam hardening
(strongest for the SA case, which involves the softest x-ray
spectrum) and are intensifie in the scatter + primary scenarios. Interestingly, the presence of an antiscatter grid is seen
to impart greater benefi to image uniformity (reduced cupping artifact) than to streaks, most evident in the SA, MSK,
and Head configurations This reflect the sensitivity to residual scatter and the ability of grids to reduce slowly varying
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configuratio as to whether or not a given system benefit
from incorporation of a grid. In all cases, the grid improves
image uniformity (reduces cupping), but depending on the
SPR may improve or degrade CNR. For the more compact geometries in human applications (MSK and Head) the results
are consistent: incorporation of a grid imparts a significan
reduction in artifacts and a net benefi to CNR (without increase in dose). For the more extended geometry (Breast and
C-arm), the grid has a lesser effect in artifact reduction and reduces CNR. Implications for the SA configuratio are mixed:
although the grid strongly reduces artifacts, it degrades CNR
for the low levels of SPR typical for small subjects even in the
compact geometry. Similarly for the Linac, the implications
are mixed (but for the opposite reasons): the grid imparts a
significan reduction in artifacts but may have little benefi (or
in fact, degradation) on CNR, depending on the size of the object, and an increase in dose may be required to restore CNR
to that in the gridless configuration Section IV reviews the
consistency of these finding with physical experimentation
with and without grids in scanner embodiments comparable
to those in Table I.3, 42–47

III.D. Scatter in various CBCT configurations Scatter
components and spatial distribution

To gain further understanding of the factors influencin
scatter magnitude and grid effica y, the scatter components
(incoherent, coherent, and multiple scatter of any type) are
analyzed in Fig. 7 for a single projection perpendicular to the
major axis of the Common Phantom. Taking the MSK config
uration, for example, the fractions of each component in the
total scatter are shown in Fig. 7(a). For this compact geometry,
the scatter distribution is dominated by multiple scatter when
no grid is present (top row). Introduction of a grid reduces
the total scatter, of course, and changes the relative contributions of scatter components. The fraction of multiple scatter
is strongly reduced, but there is a nearly twofold increase in
the relative contribution of Rayleigh scatter, reflectin lower
grid efficien y for forward-directed scattered photons (bottom
row). By comparison, the fraction of Compton scatter is not
as strongly influence by the presence of a grid.
Figures 7(b)–7(d) show the contributions of various scatter
components more generally versus system geometry (ADD)

F IG . 7. (a) Distribution (in the plane of the detector) of the fraction of total scatter associated with individual scatter components for MSK CBCT. (b) Fraction
of various scatter components versus ADD. (c) Grid rejection factor (i.e., fraction of a given scatter component removed from the total) for each component.
(d) Gain-corrected magnitude of total scatter, Stot (left vertical axis) and of all three scatter components Sincoh , Scoh , and Smulti (right vertical axis). Solid lines:
configuratio without a grid; dashed lines: configuratio with a grid; black lines: total scatter; gray lines: individual scatter components.
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showing the MSK, Head, and C-arm configuration specifi
cally for the 16 cm Common Phantom. Figure 7(b) shows that
the fraction of each scatter component (Compton, Rayleigh,
and multiple) at the center of the detector depends on the
scattering angle: Compton and multiple scatter components
decrease with longer geometries, but the relative contribution of Rayleigh scatter increases significantl (with or without a grid). Figure 7(c) shows that the efficien y of the grid
(i.e., the fraction of a given scatter component rejected) similarly depends on geometry: increasing ADD (i.e., air gap)
increases the relative contribution of forward-directed scatter components (i.e., low-angle Compton and Rayleigh scatter) and results in lower grid efficien y for the more extended
geometries (e.g., C-arm). Finally, Fig. 7(d) shows the relative contribution of each scatter component by comparing the
magnitude of the total scatter (air scan-normalized, to allow
comparison in a manner that corrects for inverse-square law)
and the three components therein. The magnitude of forwarddirected Rayleigh scatter (corrected for inverse-square law) is
almost constant across the various CBCT configuration for
the fi ed 16 cm phantom. The more broad angular distributions of Compton and multiple scatter diminish the amplitude
of these scatter components with increasing air gap, and the
same is observed for the total scatter.

for the Common Phantom—namely, that both the magnitude
of scatter artifacts and the degree of improvement obtained
through the incorporation of a horizontal grid are more pronounced for the compact geometries (MSK and Head) and/or
large objects (C-arm Thorax and Linac Pelvis). Complex bone
anatomy in the realistic phantoms underscores the magnitude
of streak artifacts caused by scatter and illustrates the limited ability of grids to reduce such high-frequency artifacts
associated with low-angle scatter. Such strong sensitivity to
bias caused by residual scatter suggests that applications involving visualization in the vicinity of bone structures would
especially benefi from some form of additional scatter correction (e.g., a high-fidelit scatter correction algorithm, perhaps based on MC simulation). The results of Fig. 8 also extend those of Figs. 5–7 in anatomical contexts not approximated by the Common Phantom—viz., the C-arm configura
tion with a large body site (the Thorax) and the Linac configu
ration for imaging of a large and more highly attenuating site
(the Pelvis)—each with lateral truncation. For the C-arm Thorax, increased scatter fractions are most clearly observable
as a loss of quantitative accuracy in the bones compared to
imaging a smaller subject as in C-arm Head. In the Linac
Pelvis case, streak artifacts and other image nonuniformities
are introduced in addition to cupping, despite a smaller fraction of bone in the volume compared to, for example, the
head.
Finally, Fig. 9 shows air-scan-normalized primary and
total scatter distributions in anterior-posterior (AP) projections of the realistic anatomical phantoms for each CBCT
configuration For each system geometry, the images show
that incorporation of a grid reduces the mean intensity of
scatter signal, accompanied by an increase in the relative
contribution of forward-directed scatter components (i.e.,
Rayleigh and some single-scatter Compton). For the nominal
(“horizontal”) grid orientation, spatial distributions of

III.E. Scatter in various CBCT configurations
Realistic anatomical phantoms

To extend and test the results detailed above for the idealized Common Phantom within a more anatomically realistic
context, projections of realistic murine, and anthropomorphic
phantoms were simulated for the same CBCT configuration
in Table I. Figure 8 shows central axial slices of reconstructions for each phantom and scanner configuration Overall,
we immediately note results consistent with those obtained

F IG . 8. Axial reconstructions of the anatomical phantoms for the CBCT configuration in Table I. (i) Reconstructions of primary-only projection data.
(ii) Reconstructions with scatter included (without an antiscatter grid). (iii) Reconstructions with primary + scatter and an antiscatter grid.
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F IG . 9. Distributions of primary, total scatter, and individual scatter components at the detector for various scanner configuration and anatomical sites. Primary
and total scatter distributions are shown without and with a grid (both for vertical and horizontal grid orientations). Individual scatter components are shown for
the horizontal grid orientation only. The mean total scatter magnitude computed across the detector plane is stated above each distribution. The right column
displays the SPR (right vertical axis) and (gain-corrected) intensities of each component (left vertical axis) for gridless configurations
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Rayleigh, Compton, and multiple scatter are shown. Rayleigh
scatter distribution exhibits more high-frequency structural
information (arising mainly from self-absorption) compared
to other scatter components, which tend to present a relatively
slowly varying characteristic. The increase in the relative contribution of Rayleigh scatter upon the introduction of a grid
therefore results in a scatter distribution exhibiting more pronounced high-frequency structural content. Figure 9 demonstrates that the heterogeneity in the total scatter fiel in the
presence of a grid largely follows that of the coherent scatter
distribution. The increase in high-frequency content of both
coherent and total scatter distributions is most pronounced for
geometries with a shorter air gap (compare, for example, the
Head and C-arm cases for the same anthropomorphic head in
Fig. 9), reflectin the role of an extended geometry not only
in decreasing the magnitude of scatter but also in effectively
“blurring” the spatial distribution of scatter by virtue of increased distance from scattering centers.
Figure 9 demonstrates an additional consideration in the
orientation of the (linear) antiscatter grid relative to the axis of
rotations: “horizontal” (as in all previous results) in which the
grid lines are orthogonal to the axis of rotation; and “vertical”
in which the grid lines are parallel to the axis of rotation. The
particular shape of the resulting scatter distribution depends
strongly on grid orientation. The “vertical” grid orientation
is aligned parallel to highly attenuating structures in several
cases—e.g., the spine (for the SA, C-arm Thorax, and Linac
Thorax cases) and the femur or tibia (for the MSK case) and
thus preferentially rejects scattered photons generated from
outside the shadow of those structures. The vertical grid orientation thus exacerbates the effects of low-angle scatter and
self-absorption and results in a scatter distribution with significantly greater high-frequency content compared to the horizontal grid orientation. Incorporation of a grid (and the particular orientation of the grid on the detector) therefore challenges the conventional, often-invoked assumption that x-ray
scatter distributions follow a slowly varying (low-frequency)
distribution that can be simply modeled as a slowly varying
(or constant) function in scatter correction algorithms.
The magnitude of various scatter components and the overall SPR are quantifie in the right column of Fig. 9 using box plots summarizing the distributions in the detector
plane in the shadow of the object. As hypothesized from the
Common Phantom results, the more compact configuration
(i.e., shorter air gaps) suffer increased scatter magnitude (all
components) and increased relative contributions of Compton
and multiple scatter for objects of similar size—illustrated,
for example, by comparison of the otolaryngology Head scanner configuratio (3rd row of Fig. 9) and the C-arm Head
(5th row of Fig. 9), where the former contends not only with
higher magnitudes of all scatter components (and total scatter and SPR) but also a greater heterogeneity (high-frequency
content) in the scatter distribution. This general trend of reduced scatter with increased air gap is somewhat mitigated
by self-absorption in the object: compare again the Head and
Breast configurations where total scatter magnitude is lower
for the Head scanner (0.015 vs 0.024, respectively), despite a
shorter ADD (220 mm vs 320 mm, respectively). For a fi ed

geometry (e.g., the C-arm or Linac), the total scatter magnitude, SPR, and fraction of multiple scatter are determined by
the volume of the irradiated subject—e.g., comparing the Carm Head and C-arm Thorax (5th and 6th rows of Fig. 9).
Compared to multiple scatter, the fraction of coherent and
incoherent scatter appears to be fairly independent of object
size for a fi ed system geometry, e.g., the ratio Sincoh /Stot 
changes from 0.30 for C-arm Head to 0.29 for C-arm Thorax,
whereas Smulti /Stot  changed from 0.36 for C-arm Head to
0.45 for C-arm Thorax. Similarly, for the Linac configuration
Sincoh /Stot  = 0.31 for the thorax and 0.28 for the pelvis,
compared to Smulti /Stot  = 0.49 for the thorax and 0.56 for
pelvis.
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Inclusion of variance reduction techniques of interaction
forcing, photon splitting, and forced detection in MC-GPU
yielded a ∼6× improvement in the signal-to-noise ratio or
a ∼40× increase in computation speed over previously reported MC-GPU simulation, which itself involves a ∼15–
30× increase in speed over calculations performed on a single CPU. Such accelerated MC simulations provide a useful
means of examining a broad parameter space of CBCT system design and can potentially form the basis of high-quality
scatter correction.67 Application of this methodology to a systematic study of scatter across a range of clinically relevant
CBCT configuration revealed significan effects of system
geometry. Compact systems with short ADD (and thus short
air gaps), such as small animal, extremities, and otolaryngology CBCT scanners, are dominated by multiple and Compton
scatter. A large fraction of scattered photons reaches the detector at oblique angles, enabling effective scatter removal by
incorporation of an antiscatter grid. More extended configura
tions with long ADD (breast, C-arm, and Linac CBCT scanners) have lower scatter magnitudes and exhibit an increased
relative contribution of forward directed scatter components,
reducing the effectiveness of grids in scatter removal. For a
fi ed geometry, the contribution of multiple scatter depends
on subject size, whereas the relative contributions of Compton and Rayleigh scatter are more affected by geometry than
subject size. Grids modify the relative contributions of scatter components and spatial distribution of scatter: forwarddirected photons (Rayleigh and single-scatter Compton) are
more likely to be transmitted, shifting the spatial distribution
toward higher-frequency structure. The orientation of grid
lamellae also affects the shape of scatter distributions, which
are more uniform for grid lines perpendicular to the dominant orientation of highly attenuating bony structures in the
sample—e.g., the femur and tibia in the MSK configuration
Scatter-induced cupping artifacts can effectively be removed by grids with a concomitant improvement in contrast;
both effects are more pronounced for short air gaps and for
large irradiated volumes, where grids are generally more efficient Despite the stronger relative effect of grids (i.e., improvement in contrast and uniformity) for geometries with
short air gaps, the absolute magnitude of residual cupping
and contrast loss for such configuration is often larger than
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et al.42 used MC methods to investigate a system with similar ADD to that assumed above (51 mm). Their results indicated SPR of 0.2–0.35 for water phantoms (60 mm diameter)
and a realistic rat phantom, and a cupping level of 10%–15%,
whereas we found SPR of 0.35 for a rat phantom and a cupping of 20%. While direct comparison is not possible due to
differences in x-ray spectra (100 kVp in Ref. 42 vs 60 kVp in
this work) and size of the objects, both studies indicate that
scatter is a significan issue in small animal imaging, despite
the small size of the typical subjects. This is most directly attributable to short air gaps employed in SA CBCT to accommodate relatively small fiel of view CCD sensors and low
power sources. The MSK extremities CBCT configuratio is
another example of a compact geometry with short objectdetector distance, so chosen to allow weight-bearing imaging
in a natural standing stance.3 Results indicate that extremities
CBCT is likely to benefi from the incorporation of a grid,
which provides a >50% reduction in cupping and SPR, and
improves CNR over a grid-less acquisition without increase in
dose. This is in agreement with earlier experimental studies3
that showed antiscatter grids to yield ∼20% improvement in
soft-tissue CNR and 50% reduction in cupping in cylindrical
phantoms and cadaveric knees. Compared to other compact
CBCT configurations the Breast geometry is characterized
by an extended ADD of 32 cm and provides a more favorable geometry for scatter management. As shown in Fig. 4,
this ADD corresponds to the transition between the region
of steep SPR reduction and the region of more modest gains
from further increases in air gap. We found SPR ∼0.5 for a
cylindrical 14 cm phantom and for a realistic breast phantom. CNR decreased with application of a grid despite a 50%
reduction in SPR and a 5%–10% increase in contrast. This
is similar to the experimental results of Kwan et al.,43 who
found SPR of 0.5, and twofold reduction in SPR and 18% increase in contrast with a 10:1 grid, but concluded that grids
were not beneficia for their system due to their low (56.5%)
primary transmission. Further increase in ADD by 10 cm was
not found to significantl reduce SPR for a 14 cm breast, consistent with our findin that the benefit of extended ADD
level off at approximately 30–50 cm for a 16 cm cylindrical
phantom. Kwan et al.43 further indicated that a bowtie can be
beneficia for scatter mitigation but was not been considered
in the study described above. Interventional C-arms provide
even longer ADD than the Breast configuratio (60 cm vs
32 cm). The results show the C-arm configuratio to exhibit
similar SPR, cupping, and contrast as breast CBCT, with grids
again showing no benefi in CNR at constant dose, despite the
reduction of artifacts. This is consistent with experimental results of Schafer et al.,44 who showed a ∼2-fold improvement
in HU accuracy with a grid, accompanied however by a loss
of soft-tissue CNR (reaching up to ∼40% for a 10:1 grid, depending of the tissue type) and concluded that grids were not
beneficia in this configuration In Kyriakou and Kalender45
experimental and MC studies of scatter in C-arm CBCT were
also reported, showing SPR ∼0.5 for a 16 cm PMMA cylinder at 60 cm object-detector distance, and demonstrating the
effica y of increased air gap in scatter reduction (almost 50%
reduction in SPR for air gap increase from 4 cm to 30 cm), in

or comparable to systems with large air gap without a grid.
Analysis of CNR shows moreover that even if grids effectively remove scatter, the CNR at fi ed dose can be degraded
compared to gridless acquisition due to absorption of primary
radiation. Geometries with large air gaps benefi from grids in
terms of CNR only for the largest subjects with high SPR.
Scatter-induced streak artifacts are not effectively removed
by grids, indicating a strong sensitivity to residual bias in the
detector signal behind highly attenuating structures and suggesting a need for additional software corrections even in the
presence of a grid.
The current study employed a common antiscatter grid of
intermediate weight (grid ratio 10:1) and Al interspacers for
all CBCT configurations Other grid designs may offer potential advantages—e.g., air or carbon interspacers giving higher
primary transmission, 2D crosshatch designs giving stronger
scatter attenuation, or grids with variable grid ratio and/or
pitch across the detector designed to increase scatter rejection
where it is needed most. The results outlined in this study
can help to identify grid parameters that are most likely to
yield improved performance for each geometry and thus offer a guide to such optimization. For example, increasing the
primary transmission (while maintaining scatter rejection) is
likely to yield greater benefi for more extended configura
tions with a long air gap. For the more compact configura
tions, a slight reduction in primary transmission (e.g., by increasing the grid ratio) may be acceptable, since the gain in
CNR at fi ed dose with the standard grid is already high. Furthermore, the broad angular distribution of scattered photons
reaching the detector could be exploited to improve scatter
rejection by employing 2D focused grids. Finally, for grids
with spatially varying grid ratio (and/or pitch) the images of
Fig. 9 illustrate not only where in the image scatter is highest but also how the various scatter components (and angle of
incidence) vary across the projection.
As acknowledged in Sec. II.B, the current work did not
include bowtie filter in the simulation, which are in themselves a subject of research and are likely to be of greater
benefi in some configuration than others. Other authors have
shown that for some configurations bowties are beneficia
in terms of SPR reduction and image uniformity.43, 47, 54, 60
Bowties were omitted from the current study because they
are not commonly used in all configuration studied here, to
avoid further increasing the already large parameter space,
and to maintain the focus of the current work on effects of
system geometry in and of itself. Similarly, the simulations
did not account for the effects of finit focal spot size. In particular, there is a trade-off between scatter reduction due to
extended air gap and the associated increase in focal spot blur
due to larger magnification 18, 71 Recognizing the importance
of this trade-off in system design, the current study focused
on specifi CBCT configuration where system geometry has
already been established—likely by a combination of such
image quality considerations with mechanical/logistical constraints of the application.
The results presented here corroborate a variety of finding
from previously reported experimental and simulation studies
of individual configurations For small animal systems, Colijn
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agreement with the results above. Reduction in SPR and image artifacts with a grid was also shown, but it was concluded
that for objects smaller than approx. 16 cm, an increase in
dose is needed to maintain the signal-to-noise ratio obtained
by a gridless configuration This agrees with the results of
Fig. 6, where grids are shown to improve CNR for C-arm
CBCT only for high SPRs. Finally, the Linac CBCT config
uration represents a case with a relatively long air gap (ADD
= 50 cm) but large body sites likely to generate a high scatter
fraction. This is reflecte in our findin of high SPR (>2.5)
and strong cupping (∼20%) for the 28 cm Common Phantom.
Grids clearly improve image uniformity and contrast for this
embodiment, and the results indicate that they may be beneficia to CNR under conditions of high SPR corresponding to
a ∼30 cm diameter object. This is similar to the MC results
of Lazos and Williamson,47 where SPR in excess of 2 was
shown for some locations behind a pelvis, and a small improvement in CNR (10%–20%) at fi ed dose was reported for
pelvic imaging with a grid. Siewerdsen et al.46 also showed
significan reduction in image artifacts and improvement in
contrast when a grid was incorporated in the Linac CBCT
configuratio but found that the potential benefi of grids in
terms of CNR per unit square root dose should consider the
tradeoffs among noise and spatial resolution in determining
whether a grid was beneficia for a particular imaging task.
This result hints at the complexities of assessing the true benefi of antiscatter grids versus a number of other imaging parameters such as spatial resolution, dose, and the imaging task
that are somewhat beyond the simple metric of CNR utilized
in the current work.
One limitation of the current study is its reliance on
the independent atom approximation (IAA) in modeling the
Rayleigh scattering process. IAA is commonly assumed in
MC simulations of x-ray transport, but it neglects interference effects in the Rayleigh form factor,72 which can lead
to overestimation of the intensity of coherent scatter, especially at lower x-ray energies.73–75 To obtain initial insight
into the possible effect of such IAA bias on our results, a
series of preliminary simulations was carried out. The interference effects were included in the Rayleigh form factor following Refs. 73 and 76, and a single projection of the
Common Phantom was simulated for all embodiments with
5 × 107 photons. The root-mean-square errors due to neglecting interference were computed for all non-zero detector pixels in the Rayleigh scatter distributions and were found
to be ∼5%–11% across all CBCT configuration without a
grid. The errors in Rayleigh scatter estimation increased with
a grid, reaching ∼25% for the lowest-energy spectrum (SA)
and were ∼13%–20% for configuration utilizing a higherenergy beam. Future work (here and throughout the fiel of
MC scatter modeling) will include alternative forms of coherent scatter interference models and validation of their influ
ence on MC estimates of x-ray scatter distributions.
While the topic of scatter and scatter mitigation in CBCT
has been well studied, such studies usually focus on a specifi application and system geometry. The current work adds
to such understanding by presenting a unified accelerated
Monte Carlo framework to provide a systematic, compara-

tive analysis of scatter effects across a broad range of clinically relevant geometries and CBCT applications. The work
demonstrates that not all CBCT geometries are equally burdened by x-ray scatter or equally benefi by incorporation of
an antiscatter grid. In particular, the results reinforce the observation that maintaining a relatively long ADD is the best
primary defense against scatter when permitted by clinical
constraints, the desired scanner footprint, source power, and
considerations of spatial resolution. For some CBCT config
urations and imaging tasks, geometry alone may provide sufficien scatter reduction to obviate the need for any additional
mechanisms for scatter rejection or algorithmic correction; in
fact, scatter rejection by means of a grid may be detrimental to CNR at fi ed dose in the embodiments characterized
by longer air gaps. Even when grids are employed, there may
be a need for additional software correction of the remaining scatter, especially in applications relying on quantitative
accuracy in HU for purposes of dose calculation or quantitative CT. Such correction methods should account for the often
highly heterogeneous scatter distributions in the presence of
antiscatter grids.
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